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Abstract
Nonce-probe test has been extensively used to investigate the
productivity of tone sandhi. The nonce words used in previ-
ous studies on Xiamen tone sandhi were usually disyllabic wug
words with accidental gap syllables. This study aims at isolating
the effect of phonotactic constraints by investigating the appli-
cation of Xiamen tone sandhi to both (1) disyllabic semi-wug
words made up of real syllables and (2) disyllabic wug words
consisting of one accidental-gap syllable and one real syllable.
Picture-naming tasks were used to elicit the production of these
conditions from children, teenagers, middle-aged adults and
older speakers. The results showed that Xiamen tone sandhi was
highly productive for semi-wug words but far less productive
for wug words. Children and teenagers made some errors in ap-
plying the correct tone sandhi rules to real and semi-wug words,
while their accuracy of applying tone sandhi to wug words was
very similar to those of the middle-aged and older speakers. It
is concluded that Xiamen tone sandhi is highly productive in
phonotactically well-formed real syllables but less productive in
phonotactically ill-formed syllables.
Index Terms: tone sandhi, phonotactic constraints, Xiamen
Southern Min

1. Introduction
Languages consist of many linguistic processes/rules, some of
which are productive in that they can apply to new forms [1].
Successful language acquisition implies the learning of these
linguistic processes and children are expected to show productive
knowledge of these processes [2].

In Chinese, a special and widely found phonological process,
tone sandhi, has attracted much research attention and previous
studies have investigated whether tone sandhi is productive or
not in various Chinese dialects. Tone sandhi is the categorical
change of citation tones into sandhi tones due to position, nearby
tone environment or prosodic condition [3]. This study investi-
gates a famous example in Xiamen Southern Min, the Xiamen
tone sandhi circle (It is also referred to as Taiwanese tone sandhi
circle in some other studies. The tone sandhi systems are largely
consistent and the two varieties are basically the same.) There
are seven lexical tones in Xiamen Min, five of which appear in
unchecked syllables (with nasal coda or no consonantal coda)
and two appear in checked syllables (with obstruent or glot-
tal stop coda) [4]. All tones undergo tone sandhi in non-final
positions in a tone group [5]. Xiamen tone sandhi is a tone
substitution process [6] in that the citation tone is substituted
with another sandhi tone and the entire tone sandhi processes
of all citation tones in unchecked syllables form a circle (The
tone sandhi of checked tones is not included here.), as shown
in Figure 1. An example with tone 44 is shown in (1), in which
a syllable with citation tone 44 surfaces as the sandhi tone 22
when it appears in non-final positions.

(1) hui44 ki44 → hui22 ki44 “plane”

Another characteristic of Xiamen tone sandhi is that it is phono-
logically opaque [7]. Xiamen tone sandhi is not driven by
surface-true generalizations such that the tone sandhi is not
driven by surface phonotactic constraints or obligatory contour
principles. Moreover, the output of one tone sandhi rule has the
same form as the input of another tone sandhi rule [8].
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Figure 1: The Xiamen tone sandhi circle

Given the complexity and opacity of Xiamen tone sandhi, its
productivity has been investigated by previous studies, and the
most commonly used approach is nonce-probe tests. In nonce-
probe tests, syllables with base tone are presented to speakers,
and they are asked to combine the syllables as a real disyllabic
word to see whether they can apply the correct tone sandhi rules
[8]. [9] explored this question with nonce words combined
by actually-occurring (AO) syllables and three children and five
adults participated in the experiment. The results showed that the
accuracy of correct tone sandhi application is lower for children
than for adults. He suggested that Taiwanese speakers need to
remember the surface forms and the tone sandhi rules are not
productive. The finding that children were less accurate than
adults in applying the tone sandhi rules was also replicated by
[10] using picture-naming tasks. The productivity of separate
Taiwanese tone sandhi rules was investigated by [11] and they
found that the phonological opacity impairs the productivity of
tone sandhi. However, some other studies proposed that lexical
representation has a role to play in linguistic computation and it
can influence the application of tone sandhi rules. For example,
[12] asked Taiwanese speakers to recover the citation tone of
the first syllable in a disyllabic word, and they found that the
speakers were highly accurate for native Min words, and less
accurate yet above chance level for Japanese loanwords. This
study highlights the effects of the foreignness of materials and
lexical status in correct tone sandhi application.

With this backdrop, it is necessary to separate two effects
in Xiamen tone sandhi application, i.e., the effect of lexical sta-
tus/representation and the effect of phonotactic constraints. In
previous studies, tone sandhi application in words with acciden-
tal gap (AG) syllables was used as an important evidence to
answer the productivity question, such as in [11] and [13]. The
speakers exhibited remarkably lower accuracy in these syllables
than in real words. However, using AG syllables alone cannot
tease apart the effect of phonotactics itself from the effect of
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lexical status. This study aims to supplement this gap by using
two types of nonce words. The first is semi-wug words consist-
ing of two real syllables while the resulting disyllabic word is
non-existent, and the second is wug words with the first syllable
as an accidental-gap syllable and the second syllable as a real
syllable. Moreover, to complement previous studies mainly fo-
cusing on adults, children and teenagers were also recruited to
depict a fuller picture with regard to the acquisition of Xiamen
tone sandhi.

2. Method
Speakers of different age groups were recruited, and the number
of each age group and gender can be seen in Table 1. Since
the tasks in this study are difficult for younger children and our
pilot data showed that children aged five or below could hardly
complete the task, only children aged six or older were included
in this study. Previous study also showed that the acquisition
of tone and tone sandhi is a protracted process and even older
children still do not have adult-like performance [14]. Therefore,
a larger age span was included in this study and teenagers were
also recruited. Middle-aged and older adults were included to
provide a baseline for children and teenagers, but could also
reveal whether there is any difference in tone sandhi applica-
tion depending on age. Older adults were included because the
dominance of Standard Chinese in Xiamen has profound influ-
ence on Xiamen Min and older listeners are expected to be less
influenced by Standard Chinese.

Table 1: Number of speakers in four age groups and their age
range.

Age group (age range) Female Male

older (61-73) 3 2
middle-aged (36-55) 8 4

teenager (14-19) 4 1
children (6-11) 4 7

Previous studies usually used auditory stimuli to elicit the
production of target words [9, 11]. This approach can lead
to mere imitation of the auditory stimuli by the participants.
Therefore, in this study, picture-naming tasks were used to elicit
the production of disyllabic words. Two pictures appeared on
the screen and the participants were asked to combine the two
actually-occurring (AO) monosyllabic words corresponding to
each picture into a disyllabic word. To investigate the effect
of lexical status, the resultant disyllabic word can be real or
nonce with both syllables as AO syllables in Xiamen Min. The
first type is real words and the second type is referred to as
semi-wug words in this study. For AG syllables, since they are
non-existent, an auditory stimulus of the syllable was presented
to the participants to familiarize them with the syllable. The AG
syllables were read by a trained phonetician who is a female
Xiamen native speaker. Each AG syllable was played three
times. When the participants were listening to AG syllables,
a cartoon figure also appeared on the screen so that the AG
syllable would be associated with the cartoon figure, thus being
treated as a new morpheme with a referential meaning, i.e., on
a par with the real syllables. After the participants had heard
the AG syllables, the novel cartoon figure would appear on the
screen together with another picture, which represents a real
syllable, and they were asked to combine the two syllables into
a disyllabic word. This type of nonce word is referred to as wug

words in this study. Therefore, real disyllabic words capture the
participants' knowledge of Xiamen tone sandhi, and semi-wug
words can be used to capture the effect of lexical status without
the interference of phonotactic constraints, while the effect of
lexical status and phonotactic constraints were both manipulated
in wug words. Examples of pictures and syllables used in the
experiment are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Example of pictures used in real, semi-wug and wug
words

Five words for each tone sandhi rule were selected for real
words and semi-wug words, amounting to 5 words × 5 tones =
25 test words for real and semi-wug words. For wug words, three
AG syllables were selected for each tone sandhi rule, resulting
in 3 words × 5 tones = 15 words in total. The production of
the participants was recorded in the local community in Xiamen
using a solid-state recorder ZOOM H2N. The recordings were
manually checked and the accuracy of tone sandhi application
was judged by one female Xiamen native speaker (21 years old)
who has received phonetic training.

3. Results
The production of the participants was judged based on the first
syllable of the disyllabic words, and the first syllable can be pro-
nounced as the citation tone, the sandhi tone, or another wrong
tone. First of all, the accuracy of the correct tone sandhi ap-
plication in real words is shown in Figure 3. Both older and
middle-aged adults always apply correct tone sandhi rules when
they combine the two syllables. Even for teenagers and children,
their overall accuracies were also above 80%. Figure 6 displays
the accuracy of tone sandhi application by age group as well as
by tone sandhi rule. Teenagers were almost perfect at Tone 44
and Tone 24, but less so for other tones, while children were in
general less accurate in all tones, but with almost perfect accu-
racy for Tone 21. Nevertheless, the high accuracy of children in
real words may only indicate that they have learned the words,
instead of the tone sandhi rules. Also, it indicates that the partic-
ipants can understand the task well to combine the two syllables
into a disyllabic word.

But have the children really learned the tone sandhi rules?
The accuracy for semi-wug words among age groups is shown
in Figure 4. In semi-wug words with AO syllables, there is one
thing to note that one of the older speakers never applied tone
sandhi rules to the disyllabic words, while all the other older
speakers always applied tone sandhi rules correctly. To simplify
the pattern, the data of that speaker who never applied tone
sandhi rule was not included. The implication of this finding
will be discussed further in the Discussion section.

For the remaining older speakers, it is obvious that the tone
sandhi rules are productive such that they can always apply these
rules correctly to semi-wug words, which they have never en-
countered before. It is also true for the middle-aged speakers, but
with slightly lower accuracy than the older speakers. Teenagers
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Figure 3: Accuracy of tone sandhi application for real words by
age groups

have lower accuracy than the middle-aged speakers, but the ac-
curacy is well beyond 75% for most tone sandhi rules, as shown
in Figure 6. Children can also sometimes apply tone sandhi rules
correctly, with an overall accuracy higher than 50%. Among the
tone sandhi rules, the children have learned Tone 44 and Tone
53 better than other tones.

Figure 4: Accuracy of tone sandhi application for semi-wug
words (with AO syllables) by age groups

The results of semi-wug words suggest that children and
teenagers have learned the tone sandhi rules, but can they ap-
ply the correct rules to AG syllables, with the interference of
phonotactic constraints? The accuracy of wug words with the
first syllable as AG syllables is shown in Figure 5 and the results
differ dramatically from those of real and semi-wug words. For
all age groups, the accuracy is only around 25% consistently,
in contrast to the almost perfect accuracy in real and semi-wug
words for adults and even teenagers. When the older speakers
did not apply tone sandhi rules, they used citation tones instead,
as they heard in the auditory stimuli. The middle-aged speakers
also used citation tones most of the time, but they also made
several mistakes, using another irrelevant tone. Teenagers and
children made even more errors.

In addition, there is another point worth noting. The ac-
curacy of tone sandhi application for wug words is almost the
same across different age groups. In other words, the accuracy
does not develop as the proficiency of Xiamen Min develops.
To validate this finding, a generalized mixed-effects model was
fitted to the data with the judgment (sandhi vs. non-sandhi, i.e.,
citation or wrong) as the dependent variable, age group as in-

dependent variable, and the speaker as random intercept. The
coefficients of the model show that there is no significant dif-
ference between the older speakers and the middle-aged speak-
ers (β = 0.03, SE = 0.44, z = 0.08, p = 0.94), neither do
teenagers (β = 0.20, SE = 0.56, z = 0.35, p = 0.72) and
children (β = 0.25, SE = 0.45, z = 0.55, p = 0.58).

Consistent with this observation, the accuracy by tone sandhi
rule also shows some similarities among age groups. Tone 44
and Tone 24 have considerably higher accuracy than other tones
for all age groups. Tone 44 and Tone 24 have accuracy over 50%,
but the tone sandhi rules barely apply for other tones, which
holds among all age groups. This agrees well with previous
studies that Tone 44 and Tone 24 are more productive than other
tones [11].

Figure 5: Accuracy of tone sandhi application for wug words
(with AG syllables) by age groups

Figure 6: Accuracy of tone sandhi application for real, semi-wug,
wug words (with AG syllables) by age groups and tone sandhi
rules

Taken together, Xiamen speakers can apply tone sandhi rules
to new forms with almost perfect accuracy, even if the forms
do not have a lexical representation (semi-wug words). But for
disyllabic word combinations consisting of AG syllables (wug
words), the accuracy is considerably lower.

4. Discussion
The productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi circle is a contentious
issue and this study aims to answer this question by teasing apart
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the effect of phonotactic constraints from lexical representation
and also by investigating the patterns of children and teenagers
as compared to middle-aged and older speakers. In semi-wug
words with AO syllables, adults can apply the correct tone sandhi
rules with almost perfect accuracy, suggesting high productivity.
As expected, children were less accurate in applying tone sandhi
rules in semi-wug words, but the accuracy of teenagers was also
very high, indicating that speakers can learn the tone sandhi rules
and that productivity increases as language proficiency develops.
This finding replicates the results of a previous study [10]. How-
ever, in wug words with AG syllables, although the tone sandhi
rules can sometimes apply, there was no significant difference
among adults, teenagers and children in tone sandhi application
accuracy. In other words, although Xiamen tone sandhi was not
completely unproductive in wug words, its application did not
develop as language proficiency develops, i.e., fossilized.

The key difference between semi-wug and wug words was
that semi-wug words lack lexical representations, but wug words
also violate phonotactic constraints, in addition to their lack of
lexical representations. Based on the results, Xiamen tone sandhi
is productive if the target syllable is an existing syllable, but it
is less productive if the syllable is not a real syllable (but not
totally unproductive). Therefore, the productivity of Xiamen
tone sandhi is decreased by the manipulation of phonotactic
constraints.

The effect of phonotactic constraints can help us answer a
long-standing question in the study of Xiamen tone sandhi. It
has been shown for a long time that the most critical factor in
the productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi is the foreignness of
materials, which [9] defined as how detached the material is
from everyday language. It has also been proposed that the low
productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi should be attributed to the
foreignness of the materials [12], instead of the unproductivity
of tone sandhi. But the question is which linguistic factors
determine or contribute to foreignness. This study is a step
toward understanding this question and reveals that phonotactic
constraint is one important factor that contributes to foreignness.
Nevertheless, the syllables used in this study were all accidental
gaps in Xiamen Min, and one natural question is what the results
would be like if syllables of systematic gaps were used. Further
study is underway to explore the effect of systematic gaps on the
productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi.

In terms of tone sandhi rules, even if there were some varia-
tions with regard to semi-wug words, Tone 44 > 22 and Tone 24
> 22 were the most accurate tone sandhi rules for all age groups
in wug words. The high productivity of Tone 24 > 22 agrees
well with previous findings of [13, 11]. They attributed its high
productivity to the transparent characteristic that Tone 24 can
never appear non-finally. However, this cannot account for the
finding that Tone 44 > 22 is also highly productive, which is also
the second most productive tone sandhi rule in [13]. Moreover,
[12] reported that Tone 22 > 21 is the most productive rule. The
reason for the discrepancy may be due to both the materials and
the tasks, but a deeper understanding requires further study.

Cross-linguistically, in contrast with the weaker productivity
of Xiamen tone sandhi in wug words, Mandarin Tone 3 sandhi is
highly productive even in wug words [15, 16]. [8] proposed that
the difference is due to the transparent nature of Mandarin Tone
3 sandhi. However, in Xiamen Min, for the transparent Tone 24
> 22 rule, it still fails to reach 100% accuracy in wug words in
our data. The effect of phonotactics on tone sandhi application
may be the key to understanding this puzzle and more study is
needed.

Although there was no difference between the accuracy for

AG syllables across age groups in this study, it is still possible
that the accuracy may be different if age is more finely delin-
eated. For instance, children were treated as one group without
sub-grouping due to the limited number of children in this study.
However, it is possible that younger children may behave dif-
ferently from older children in applying tone sandhi rules in
wug words. More children data need to be collected to further
investigate the developmental trajectory of Xiamen tone sandhi.

Individual difference was not investigated systematically in
this study, although we did find evidence of individual difference,
as mentioned above when presenting the results of semi-wug
syllables. One older speaker never applied tone sandhi in semi-
wug words, but he always applied tone sandhi rule in real words
and could even sometimes apply in wug words. That is to say,
his reluctance of applying tone sandhi to semi-wug words may
not be due to the fact that he did not understand the task. The
cause of this phenomenon needs to be investigated with data
from more speakers. Last but not least, the results were based
solely on perceptual judegment and acoustic analysis is under
way to investigate the subtle patterns of tone sandhi realization.

5. Conclusions
This study investigated the productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi
circle using a picture-naming task with materials varying in
both lexical representation and phonotactic constraints. Data
from adults, teenagers, and children were collected, and the
results highlighted that phonotactic constraints can considerably
decrease the productivity of Xiamen tone sandhi, which is not
influenced by the lack of lexical representation alone. It is also
found that the accuracy in wug words is stable across age groups,
and Tone 44 > 22 and Tone 24 > 22 were the most productive
rules.

Further study of the acquisition of Xiamen tone sandhi is
underway, and many more participants, including both adults
and children, have been recruited. It is expected to depict a more
fine-grained picture of the development of Xiamen tone sandhi
and also to contribute to the understanding of the productivity of
tone sandhi and opaque phonological processes in general.
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